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Abstract

Using a geometrical approach to the quantum Yang-Baxter equation, the quan-
tum algebra Ith(sl-t) and its universal quantum ^-matrix ?re explicitely con-
structed as functionals of the associated classical r-matrix. In this framework,
the quantum algebra W/,(s/2) is naturally imbedded in the universal envelopping
algebra of the sl-z current algebra.
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1. Introduction

In theii original construction, quantized universal envelopping algebras appeared as the
proper generalization of the corresponding Lie algebras in which the solutions of the quan-
tum Yang-Baxter equation do have universal solutions (ie, not depending on a particular
representation), at least as formal power series in H (the Planck constant) [l]-[6j. In this
context, the link between the quantum and the associated classical structures is the existence
of a consistent classical limit k —> O.

Among several important unsolved problems in the theory of quantum algebras is the
question of universal quantization of Lie bi-algebras and of their associated classical r-
matrices [7].

The purpose of this letter is to sketch a general method leading to the construction of
both quantum algebras and their associated universal quantum ^-matrices as functionals of
the corresponding Lie algebras and classical r-matrices.

Our starting point is the geometrical approach to the quantum .R-matrix solving the
quantum Yang-Baxter equation developped in [8] which leads in [9] to a geometrical setting
for quasi-triangular Hopf and quasi-Hopf algebras associated to these quantum .R-matrices.

The picture described 5n [8] is as follows. The quantum .R-matrix can be associated to
a square surface (plaquette) and as such, can be interpreted as a (constant) transport op-
erator on a space of functionals of curves defined on a £)-dimensional lattice (D > 3). As
shown in [8], the condition of parallel transport on this functional space is just the quantum
Yang-Baxter equation for #. So in this framework, the quantum .R-matrix plays the role of
a transport operator analogous to a Wilson-line in usual gauge theories.

It is then natural to ask whether there exists an analogue of the local connection A^dx^
and of the ordered exponential mapping that defines Wilson-lines, and what is the equation
that this new local object satisfies in order to ensure parallel transport.

It was argued in [8, 9] that the classical r-matrix defines the local quantity analogous to
A^, the classical Yang-Baxter equation for r playing the role of the zero-curvature equation
PIW — O, and that the ordered products of A11

1S along a line are then replaced by suitably
denned ordered products of r on a surface.

In the present work we show how this picture can be realized explicitely in the case where
the initial Lie algebra is sl2. The general case with detailed proofs and further applications
will be given in a forthcoming publication.

This letter is organized as follows. In section 2 we define the local quantity associated
to the classical r-matrix and its surface ordered product leading to the definition of the as-
sociated universal quantum .R-matrix as a functional of this classical r-matrix. In section 3



we apply these formulas to the si? case. We show that they lead to the construction of both
the quantum algebra Uit(sl2] and its associated universal jR-matrix in terms of the classical
r-matrix of s^» T= ^h ® h -\- 2e+ ® e~. In particular, the quantum generators S+,S~,H
of £//1(3/2), their algebra, and their corresponding co-products are computed in terms of the
classical one's. We give our conclusions and comments in section 4.

2. The geometrical construction of the universal ^-matrix

As emphasized in [8, 9], the quantum .R-matrix, and the Yang-Baxter equation it satisfies,
have a simple geometrical interpretation. To get an insight into this picture (we refer for
details to [8, 9]), we consider a D-dimensional lattice (D > 3) with origin O and basis vectors
GI, • • • , eo- To any elementary oriented link (M, e,) of the lattice, starting at point M (with
coordinates (TWJ, - - - ,TOO)) in direction e«, we associate a Hopf algebra with unity Ai(mi).
These algebras are here considered as universal envelopping algebras of Lie algebras £(m,-)
equiped with co-commutative co-product A0. All the £7,(m,) are isomorphic to a given
Lie algebra Q, To any oriented plaquette (M, ej,e,, —ej,—e,-) , we associate an ^-matrix
Rij(mi,mj) 6 Ai(mi) ® AJ(TTIJ). Note that Ai(m.i) is invariant under translations of th

Rij(m,n) Rik(m,p) Rjk(n,p) = Rjk(n,p) Rik(m,p) jR,j(m,n) (1)

with i,j,k & {1,•••,/)} and m,ra,p € Z. It reduces to the usual quantum Yang-Baxter
equation in the above particular case.

The geometrical meaning of this equation is the following.
Let (M, e/c, BJ, e,) be a cube drawn on the lattice, and let us divide its boundary into two parts
having as common boundary the closed oriented curve C = (M, e/t, Cj,e,, — ek, — 6j, — e,-). To
each of these two surfaces we associate an ordered product of three R-matiices (correspond-
ing to the three respective plaquettes they are build of) which are precisely given by the
right &nd left hand sides of t-q. (1). Hence, the quantum Yang-Baxter equation (1) ensures
the equality of operators associated to different surfaces having the same oriented boundary.
This picture acquires a natural interpretation as a zero curvature equation on a space of
functional of curves [8].

We now define the notion of surface ordered products of .R-matrices for plane rectangular
surfaces F^(M, N) starting at point O in the plane (e,,e,), and bounded by the oriented
curve (O,Nej,Mei,—Nej,—Mei). We associate to such a surface the following ordered
product of the .R-matrices,

SWM = ltfJ\N - I) B$\N - 2).. . .R(^(O),

= 4'(O)^(I)-" *$(M-1) (2)

where we have defined

Bf\k) = /Z0(O, k) BtJ(I, k) • • • Rtj(M - 1, k),

= Rtj(k,N -l)Rij(k,N -2)-..£,,(*,O) (3)



The above surface ordered product of jR-matrices implements the geometrical gluing of the
plaquettes building up F1J-(M, JV). It is rather easy to prove, both geometrically and al-
gebraically, that if the quantum Yang-Baxter equations (1) are satisfied, then R-. . ' ' also
satisfies it, namely,

A(A/.JV) R(M,P) R(NP) = R(NP) A(A/.P) R(U,N) (4)

ItJ >ifc JtK J,K I,K I1J x '

Note that the order of products of .ft-matrices in eqs. (2, 3) is according to increasing m
indices in first space (z), while it is in opposite order in the second space (j).

In these notations, we define a local quantum co-product law

A : Ai(m) -> Ai(m)

so that its action on the above ^-matrices is given as the operator associated to rectangles
obtained by making the geometrical gluing of two adjacent squares,

(A <

(I® &)Rij(m,n) = Rij(m,n + I) Rij(m,n) (5)

Note that such ^-matrices are quasi-triangular. These co-product actions are compatible
with the above surface ordering, namely we have,

= (A ̂  ® AW)^(O, O)

We now describe the way to compute the universal fl-matrix as a functional of its clas-
sical counterpart.

We first take the lattice spacing (a) as a small parameter so that in the limit a — » O the
quantum /Z-matrix Ri j (m, n) admits the expansion,

Rij(m,n) = 1 + ha2 rij(m,n) + O(ftV) (6)

where the classical 7*-matrix rij(m,n) takes values in Qi(m)® Gj(n), z,j 6 {!,-•• ,/?}, m,n €
Z, and 0,(m) are Lie algebras isomorphic to a given Lie algebra Q. More precisely, let the
classical r-matrix be an element of Q ® Q defined by (unless necessary, and for the sake of
simplicity we suppress in the following the indices (ij) on the r-matrix),

r = ra0 Ea <g> E0

with the defining Lie algebra relations,

[ Ea, E0 } = CZ0 E^

Then the local r-matrix r(m, TI) is defined by,

TMm,rc) = ra0 Ea(m) ® E0(n)



with the commutation relations (for the local Lie algebras C(m)),

[ EQ(m], E<,(n) } = a^S^C^ E^(m]

The universal quantum ^-matrix U associated to a given classical r-matrix is obtained
as the limit N — > oo of the square .R-matrix R-.^. while keeping the product a • N fixed, say

*>J

a- N = 1 ' . In this limit R^.'N) will take values in the tensor product <g^~u A-(™)®£L~u' AJ(U]
with N — » oo , and it is convenient to relabel the integer indices m,n by u = ma and
v = na, K, v becoming real numbers in [0,1]. Using these notations, r(m,n) is to be
replaced by r(u, v), and Ea(m).

Thus, in the limit a — » O, r(«,t;) is taking values in Q ® Q where G is the current algebra
over G defined by the commutation relations,

[ Ea(u), E0(v) } = S(u- v) Cl0 E^(U] (I]

with u, v G R, and
r(u,t;) = ra& Ea(u) ® Ep(v) (8)

The next step is to extract from the above picture a compact formula for the universal
quantum .R-matrix K as a functional of the classical r-matrix. To achieve this we first notice
that the ordered product (2) defining R^ can be recasted in the following way,

R(N) = R(*)[_N + !]#<*)[_ JY + 2] ... RW[N-I] (9)

where,
R(N)\p] = II *K») (io)

p+n— m=U

n, m e {1, • • • N} and p G {-AT + 1, • • • N - 1}. Note that in R(N)\p] all R(m,n) are
commuting among themselves. In the limit a — » O we obtain,

R^Ip] = 1 + ftorW[p] + 0(fc2a2) (11)

with
rW[p] = a Y. K™,»)

p+n— m=U

Hence in the limit N — * oo, the above ordered product (9) becomes an ordered exponential
integral of the potential r[u] = EmN-^00 r^\p], (a/ = p • a), defined as,

n i
dudv r(u,v) S(u + v — u) (12)

Note that this operator T-[W] has compact support, namely it is zero if |u»| > 1. Moreover all
elements r(u,v) in eq. (12) are comuting among themselves for a given u;. We finally get for
the universal quantum .R-matrix Ti = lim;v-»o

/•+I
KK = exp (h I du T^[UI]) (13)

J-i
1 TAtJ procedure is analogous io the construction of the ordered exponential integral of a connection A11 6 G

along a line as the limit N —* oo of the line ordered product of N objects. Here we are dealing with the
analogous construction but for r-type objects, r 6 G ® G and for surfaces.



This formula defines the surface ordered product of the classical r-matrix on a square
of size 1. Note that the classical r-matrix entering this formula doesn't need to be skew-
symmetric. From the above definition, Tl is an element of U(G) ® U(G), U(G) being the
universal envelopping algebra of the current algebra Q over the Lie algebra Q 2. However,
note that in general Ti is not an element of U(G) ®U(G)-
The following fundamental property is verified,

Let the classical r-matrix satisfy the classical Yang-Baxter equation,

[ Ti2 , ri3 } + [ Ti2 , 7-23 ] + [ 7-13 , ^23 ] = 0

then, the operator r[u] satisfies the classical Yang-Baxter equation with additive spectral
parameter u, and the operator Ti defined in (13) is invertible and satisfies the quantum
Yang-Baxter equation

TIl2 7^13 Tl2Z
 = 7V23 Tt\3 72.12

It is interesting to note that analogous (but not identical) formulas were obtained for
the quantum .R-matrix in particular matrix representations of Q in [10] and in [11] from a
completely different point of view.

We also define the surface ordered product of r(u,v) on the triangles defined respectively
by u € [0,1] and u; G [-1,0] as,

/o
Fi2 = èxp (H I dw r,2[o;]) (14)

»/o

and similarly

°dwr , 2 M) (15)

We denote ^12 by F\2 and by .F12 the object F obtained from eq. (14) with P12 = r\ 2 re-
placed by Tj2 = —cr(7>

12), o~ being the usual transposition operator in G®Gi o~(x®y) = y®x.
In a similar way we define Ti\2 from eq. (13). We get, .F12 = F ^ , hence we have the
property,

The universal quantum R-matrix factorizes as,

and
7?H/V12

satisfies the quantum Yang-Baxter equation if Tv^+) does. If the classical r-matrix is skew-
symmetric, namely T-^+) = T^, then Fi2 = F\2 = Fi2 and the quantum R-matrix Ti
becomes of triangular type,

TIi2 = F2i Fi2

2Jn fact we consider the completion of U(G) containing formal power series in h with coefficients of the
type fdui ---dun eai(u\)-- -C0n(Un) <P(UI, • • - , Un), where the y's have compact support.



This decomposition of 72 implements the geometrical decomposition of a square into two
triangles.

These F operators are in a sense more fundamental than the universal quantum H-matrix
1R,. Indeed, not only "R. can be obtained from them, but they also give the deformation send-
ing the co-commutative co-product A0 in U(G), (which is the one coming from the original
Lie algebra C), to the quantum co-product A associated to TL. The following property is
satisfied,

Let the classical r-matrix satisfy the classical Yang-Baxter equation, then, the co-products
defined for any element a € U(Q) by,

a) = *<*>-' A0(a) *£>

are co-associatives. They give U(G) the structure of a Hopf algebra with quasi-triangular
universal quantum R-matrix 1R, satisfying the properties,

® 1) K = Uu Tl23

(1 <8> A(±)) K = TIi3 Hi2

<r being the usual transposition operator in

Note that the co-products A^+) and Af~) are equal when they are acting on Ti. Hence
the quantum Yang-Baxter equation for Ti follows from the above property. It also gives the
possibility of defining a quasi-triangular Hopf sub-algebra of U(G) with induced co-product
A =

The co-associativity of A^ follows from the co-associativity of AO and the formulas

(A0 ® I)^=J J#> = (1 ® A0)^
(±) F^ (16)

which are direct consequences of the classical Yang-Baxter equation for the classical r-matrix
and the obvious AU actions,

(A0

A0)JF = 5$ (A / dw (r,aH + r13[w])) (17)

3. The Geometrical construction

The Lie algebra sl2 is generated by the elements h, e+, e satisfying the relations,

[M*] = ±26*
[e+,e~] = h



The classical r-matrix associated to sl2 is given by,

r = -h ® h + 2e+ ® e~
£»

It satisfies the classical Yang-Baxter equation. Note it is not skew-symmetric. The sl2 cur-
rent algebra is defined as in eq.(7).

We now apply the general procedure of the preceding section to this simple case. We will
use the following notations. To any element a(u,v) e sl2 ® sl2 we associate a [u] defined by,

/"' f1
a[u] = I du I dv a(u,v) S(u — v — u)

Jo Jo

a[u] has a compact support, namely, a[u] = O if \u\ > 1. We now compute the quantum
universal .ff-matrix according to eq. (13). It can be recasted in the following form,

/•+i
Tl = exp (ft / du r[u])

= èxp ( du(h®h) [w]) ex$ (2h da (S+ ® S~) [u]) (18)
2t J—i J— i

S+(u) = B+(U) q&dv M»)

S-(TI) = g-Jo " I0J e"(ît)

g = exp(fc) (19)

To prove this, we use the sl2 current algebra and the following identities for ordered expo-
nential integrals,

exp(/ du [A(u) + B(U)]) = CXP(J" du A(U)) êxp ( / du B,\(u))
Ja Ja Ja

with

BA(U) = [èxp ( f du' A(u'))] B(u) fèx$( fb du'A(u'))]
L Ju; J [ J u J

We obtain the (deformed) current algebra,

S+(Tt) S+(T;) = g2e("-u) S+(T;) S+(TJ)

S-(T*) S-(T;) = g2t(u-u) S-(T;) S-(TI)

*-(«) , S-(Tt')] = (-2ft)-1 (duK(u)) S(u - u')

K(u) S(±\v) = g±2e("-u) S(±)(T;) K(u)

K(u) = ,/>*<»)-/>*<«) (20)



We now proceed to compute the above ordered exponential integrals. The one containing
fe's only can be symmetrized quite easily since all h(u) are commuting among themselves.
For the other one we get,

(2ft dw (S+ ® S') [a;]) = 1
J~l n>l

with
/° " f"~l \Sn = I JJ duidvi JJ 6(ui+i - ut) J S(ui,vi) . . . S(un,vn)Jo i=i Vi=I /

Ui = Uf — Vi

S(u,v) = S+(u)®S~(v)

O if x < O
+1 i f x > 0

To get rid of the theta distributions in the integrant we first remark that
0(wj — Ui) 6(ui — Uj) [S(1U15V1) $(uj,Vj)] = O. Then as the commutation relations of 5
produce only 9 distributions, we can use the identity 1 = S0-GSn 11STi1 Q(u<r(i) —^<r(i+i)) in the
integrant and transport the permutation operations on the variables u. Hence we obtain,

j=l

Suppose that n. = cr^-j then for all j < i there exists a distribution &(ujn — u<r(j)) in the
corresponding term.
Moreover for all j ^ i (T(J) < n so there also exists a distribution Q(ua(j) — Un) in the cor-
responding term. Thus we can commute S(un, Vn) to the left. Applying this argument recur-
sively we finally reorder all the products 5(^0, v<r(1)) • • •<5(nt0.(n),v0(n)) into S(un,va) . . .S(ui,vt)
and reconstruct the unity 1 as the sum of products of distributions 0 to give,

S(un,vn)...S(ui,vi)

(22)

We also have,

' " (23)' Ud«. ( ÏÏ^ -
0 ,-=1 \j=l



with
i _ „-20

We define,

Tl=O V1Jq-

It verifies,
expq(a: + y) = expg(a;)expq(y) if xy = q2yx

Finally putting all these formulas together we obtain,

Tl = èxp (h I dw r [ u } )

S+ ® 5~) (24)

where S+ = So du S+ (u)

S- = J0
1 du S- (u)

# = /o1 du h(u)

satisfy the following Z4(s/2)-commutation relations 3

[H, s*] = ±2S±

- ^ <25'
Moreover, the co-product action on the above £4(3/2) generators follows on from their geo-
metrical definition. The co-product A is obtained simply by doubling the interval [0, 1] to
[0,2] the first space in the tensor product being associated to [0, 1] while the second space is
associated to [1,2]. We get,

A(JT) = &(jlduh(u)\

/

ï
du h(u)

/

i (ï
du h(u) + J du h(u)

A(S+) =

= F due+(u)q&dvh(a)

Ju

= I' du e+(u) 9/.
1 dv h(v) q£ dv H(v) + f* du e+(u) qf» dv H(v)

Jo J i
= S+®qH + l®S+ (26)

3A similar representation of the Un(ah) generators was obtained in [12] from a completely different
approach, using a semi-classical quantization of the first order elements of the classical monodromy matrix.



and similarly, A(S~) = S~ ® 1 + q~H <S> S~.
From the general results of the previous section, the above co-product formulas can also be
obtained from the adjoint action of f on the trivial co-product A0. Indeed with,

(ft
u

(h du TU[U]

r+ = -h ® h
Lt

r~ = -- h®
£i

we get,

(u) ® fUdv S~(v)\)

where 5+(u) = S+(u)q-"
S- (u) = q"S-(u)

and the above formulas for F^ imply that for any element a 6

A(o) =

the co-product A being defined above by eq. (26) and with,

This fact reflects the corresponding property for the universal quantum R-matrix U. Hence
H, S^ define the set of generators of Uu(Sl2) realized as a Hopf sub-algebra of U(sl2) which
acquires the structure of a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra with co-product A = A**' and
universal quantum .R-matrix Ti £ Hh(Sl2) ® Ifa(sl2) that agrees with the one obtain in [I].

4. Conclusion

In this letter, we have sketched out the general construction of the quantum universal R-
matrix and of its associated quantum algebra as functional of the corresponding classical
r-matrix and Lie algebra. We have shown that our approach applies to the sl2 case. There,
%(^2) is realized as a Hopf sub-algebra oSK(sl2) with deformed co-product A obtained by
the adjoint action of the universal elements F^ 6 W(s/2) 0W(^) on the co-commutative
co-product AO induced from the sl2 Lie algebra. It gives a representation of quantum alge-
bras and of universal ^-matrices in terms of current algebras.

10



Among previous attempts to perform a universal quantization of Lie bi-algebras and of
their associated classical r-matrices, we shall quote the rssult of Drinfel'd [1] and [2] valid
for the triangular case where the classical r-matrix is skew-symmetric. Our results are ob-
tained with the only condition that the classical r-matrix satisfies the classical Yang-Baxter
equation. Note that in contrast to the approach in [1] and [2], the algebra A such that
7£ € A.® A is not directly related to It(Q) but rather to It(G). The relation between these
two construction deserves to be investigated further. Let us also remark that no obstruction
to quantization shows up in our construction of the universal quantum .R-matrix. However,
this point should be studied in the framework of the important question of representation
theory. From our result, there should be a direct link between the representation theory of
current algebras and of quantum algebras. In particular, when going to the case of centrally
extended current algebras, the results of [13] should be recovered.
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